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"faking it 'til they make it," there's pressure to always have the right answer to any given question. I get it. I too love being right and having the most helpful advice for people. Maybe it's a carryover from school? Maybe it's a firstborn thing? Maybe it's simply being a hardcore people pleaser at heart?Whatever my reason and whatever yours, our quest
to correctly answer every question can actually hold us back at work. You really don't know everything. It's hard to hear. I know, and I'm sorry, but it's true.You have to say, "I don't know" regularly, and here's why.Responding to questions under pressure or out of habit typically doesn't result in the most well thought-out answers. In the worst-case
scenarios, a confidently-delivered wrong answer is dangerous and expensive. Most of the time, though, it's just a colossal waste of time. I love not wasting time even more than I love having the right answer. Most other people feel the same.By always having an answer, you inadvertently undermine your credibility. This is because everyone else knows
you don't know everything, and you start to look silly by always giving a confident answer, even when it's obviously wrong. Your team would much rather you admit to not knowing something than fake it just for the sake of looking competent."But what if I actually do always know the answer to all the questions I'm asked at work?", you ask. If you
really feel that you have the answer for every issue that comes up at work, then I'd argue you've stayed too long in your current role. If you've literally mastered every angle of the job, it's time to go. You're no longer challenging yourself. Move vertically to gain greater perspective and visibility, or move laterally to a different industry to up the
challenge that way. Either strategy works to break out of stagnation.Instead of always providing an answer, I propose a simple strategy: Say "I don't know" when you don't know. Then, follow that statement with, "... and I'm going to find out" or "...I'll get back to you" or "...what do you think?"Now, this isn't an excuse not to prepare like crazy for
questions you anticipate getting during your next big presentation. I recently saw an episode of Shark Tank where the contestant was turned down by Mark Cuban. During the question and answer portion after her pitch, she left no room for reflection or opening to take Cuban's advice. She came off as arrogant because she had an answer for
everything. He clearly wasn't interested in working with someone like her--and, based on what I saw, I wouldn't be either.The alternative is to think about your knowledge and ability to answer questions in three tiers: basic, stretch, and growth.You absolutely should have the basic, foundational knowledge needed to fulfill the role you're paid to play.
You should stretch yourself and seek answers to all the questions up and around the edges of your expertise, the questions that you're able to anticipate but don't yet know the answer to. And, you should intentionally put yourself in situations that will challenge your thinking by exposing you to questions you couldn't possibly expect. These are the
most fascinating, growth-sparking questions you'll get. They're the most memorable. They stick with you and have the potential to change the course of your most important work.Seeking out the questions that will push you at work will not only make you grow as a person, it will also show your team that you're humble and willing to learn, two
underrated but excellent qualities in a leader. Remember that saying "I don't know" every once in a while doesn't make you look incompetent--it will actually increase your team's trust that you're always giving the truest answer you can.If you liked this column, subscribe to email alerts in the Work Life Lab and you'll never miss a post. Customer
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have followed the dramatic rises and precipitous falls of bitcoin, and cryptocurrencies in general, over the past few years. Some may have written them off entirely after 80% declines in 2018, only to see them roar back into investors’ collective consciousness in 2020. Certainly sentiment has shifted over a short two years — more institutional investors
are taking a hard look at crypto, and previous naysayers have softened their views.This all leads to one question: How much cryptocurrency should I own?It goes without saying that this is a hard question to answer. But we can borrow a page from modern quantitative finance to help us arrive at a potential answer. For years, Wall Street “quants”
have used a mathematical framework to manage their portfolios called the Black-Litterman model. Yes, the “Black” here is the same one from the famous Black-Scholes options pricing formula, Fischer Black. And “Litterman” is Robert Litterman, a longtime Goldman Sachs quant.Without getting into too much detail, the model starts with a neutral,
“equilibrium” portfolio and provides a mathematical formula for increasing your holdings based on your view of the world. What’s amazing is that it incorporates not just your estimate about how an investment might grow, but also your confidence in that estimate, and translates those inputs into a specific portfolio allocation.The Black-Litterman
model uses the global market portfolio, meaning all the asset holdings in the world, as its starting point for building a portfolio. This means that, if you don’t have any other views on what investments might perform better or worse, this is the portfolio you should consider holding.In early 2021, the global market for stocks totaled $95 trillion and the
global bonds market reached $105 trillion. The cryptocurrency market as a whole was valued at roughly $1 trillion. This means that cryptocurrency represents 0.5% of the global market portfolio.Just as there are plenty of arguments to hold more cryptocurrency, there are also many arguments to hold less. However, from the model’s standpoint 0.5%
should be your starting allocation.This is where the mathematical magic comes into play. For any given growth rate in cryptocurrency (or any investment for that matter), the Black-Litterman model will return the amount you should hold in your portfolio. What’s more, you can specify your level of conviction in that assumed growth rate and the model
will adjust accordingly.In the below chart are the portfolio allocations to bitcoin derived from the Black-Litterman model. This chart can serve as a useful guideline when thinking about how much cryptocurrency you might want to hold.How to use it: Select how much you think bitcoin will overperform stocks, from +5% to +40%. Each return
expectation corresponds to a line on the chart. For example, if you think that bitcoin will outperform stocks by 20%, this corresponds to the purple line. Now, follow the line left or right based on how confident you are. If you’re at least 75% confident (a solid “probably”), the purple lines up with a 4% allocation to bitcoin.One of the most interesting
things to note is how high your return estimate needs to be and how confident you need to be in order to take a sizable position in bitcoin. For example, for the model to tell you to hold a 10% allocation you need to be highly confident that bitcoin will outperform stocks by 40% each year.Also of note, it does not take much to drive the model’s
allocation to 0% allocation, i.e., no crypto holdings. If you don’t think that there’s a 50/50 chance that bitcoin will at least slightly outperform, the model says to avoid it entirely.The inputs to the Black-Litterman model tell an interesting story in and of themselves. The main inputs into the model are global market caps, asset volatility and the
correlation between assets.It goes without saying that cryptocurrencies are risky. Over the last five years, bitcoin’s volatility was six times that of stocks and 30 times that of bonds. At its worst, the digital coin saw an 80% drop in value, while stocks were down 20%. Other cryptocurrencies fared even worse.If an asset is volatile, and one is not able to
diversify that volatility away, then investors will require a higher rate of return on that investment, otherwise they will choose not to invest. The fact that bitcoin is so volatile, but has such a small number of investors (relative to stocks or bonds) suggests that many investors still do not see the potential returns worth the risks. On the other hand,
cryptocurrencies are at their core a new technology, and new technologies always have an adoption curve. The story here may be less about expected return versus risk and more about early adoption versus mass appeal.The final ingredient in the model is bitcoin’s correlation with stocks and bonds. Below you can see that bitcoin has some correlation
with both stocks and bonds, meaning that when stocks go up (or down), bitcoin may do so as well. The lower the correlation, the greater the diversification an asset provides to your portfolio. Bonds have a low correlation with stocks (1.5%), which makes them a good ballast against turbulent markets. Bitcoin’s correlation is higher (23.7%), meaning
that it can provide some diversification benefit to a portfolio, but not to the same degree as bonds.While we aren’t able to tell you if bitcoin will be the next digital gold, this mathematical model can help you think about what kind of allocation to crypto might be appropriate for you and what assumptions about risk and return might be underlying
it.This article was written by and presents the views of our contributing adviser, not the Kiplinger editorial staff. You can check adviser records with the SEC or with FINRA.Head of Investments, AltruistThe 11 Most Expensive Cities in the U.S.real estateFrom metro areas on both coasts to the middle of the Pacific Ocean, these are the priciest cities in
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